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Concerning the Spiritual in Art - Wassily Kandinsky 2012-04-20
Pioneering work by the great modernist painter, considered by many to
be the father of abstract art and a leader in the movement to free art
from traditional bonds. 12 illustrations.
Womb Wisdom - Padma Aon Prakasha 2011-01-21
Tools to awaken the creative powers of the womb • Contains exercises to
open the womb’s energetic pathways, release toxic emotions, and
harness creative potential • Reveals how the womb’s energies are crucial
for the spiritual shift of 2012: birthing a new civilization • Shows how the
awakened womb can also bring about male spiritual transformation In
the past and in present-day indigenous traditions, women have known
that the womb houses the greatest power a woman possesses: the power
to create on all levels. Utilized in the process of giving birth, this power
of creation can also be tapped in the birth of projects, careers, personal
healing, spirituality, and relationships. However, because the womb
stores the energetic imprint of every intimate encounter--loving or not-the creative voice of the womb is often muffled or absent altogether,
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affecting the emotional, mental, and spiritual health of women and their
relationships. Drawing on sacred traditions from ancient India, Tibet,
Egypt, Gnostic Christianity, and Judaism, the practice of Womb Wisdom
empowers women to become aware of the intuitive voice of the womb
outside of pregnancy and the moon cycle to unlock this potent inner
source for creativity, birthing the new conscious children, spiritual
growth, and transformation not only for themselves but also for their
male partners. The authors include exercises to clear the past, release
toxic emotions, open the womb’s energetic pathways, activate the sacred
sensual self, bring balance to relationships, and harness creative
potential. Including intimate, individual stories of women experiencing
the opening of the womb, this book also explores the forgotten sacred
sites of the womb around the world as well as how the womb’s energies
are crucial to birth a new civilization in the spiritual shift of 2012.
Breath for the Bones - Luci Shaw 2009-08-31
“The double question we must always ask is,‘How does faith inform art?’
and ‘How can art animate faith?’” Imagination, appreciation of beauty,
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creativity: all of these qualities have been given to us by God. For the
Christian artist, the drive to create something wonderful is also a means
to glorify and better understand our Lord. Using excerpts from her own
works as well as those of writers who have gone before her—Emily
Dickinson, Annie Dillard, C.S. Lewis, and others—poet and writer Luci
Shaw proves that symbolism and metaphor provide ways for humans to
experience God in new and powerful ways. Shaw offers a rich and
thought-provoking exploration of art, creativity, and faith. Believing that
art emanates from God, she shows how imagination and spirituality
“work in tandem, each feeding on and nourishing the other.” Faith
informs art and art enhances faith. They both, for each other, are “breath
for the bones.” Provocative, enlightening, and above all, inspiring, Breath
for the Bones will help readers discover the artist within, and bring them
further along the path to God Himself. Include s Discussion Questions
and Writing Exercises
Awakening the Creative Spirit - Christine Valters Paintner 2010-02
The resource is designed to help spiritual directors and others use
expressive arts in the context of spiritual direction. It is the latest book in
the unique SDI series, designed for professional spiritual directors, but
also useful for clergy, therapists, and Christian formation specialists. The
Spiritual Directors International Series – This book is part of a special
series produced by Morehouse Publishing in cooperation with Spiritual
Directors International (SDI), a global network of some 6,000 spiritual
directors and members.
Discerning Life Transitions - Dwight H. Judy 2010-10-01
Every one of us will experience several major life changes over the
course of adulthood. Each of these transitions will be marked by external
changes, such as change of location, career changes, promotions, or job
losses, plus changes in family circumstances, including births, marriage,
and death. These transitions may also be marked by inner change, since
most of us readily examine our faith life and relationship with God during
such periods. This new book helps people examine both the outward and
the inward dimensions of major life changes. This blend of interior
examination and attention to practical issues is shown in the questions
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that set the stage for the discernment process: • What theme or themes
do you bring to this process of discernment? • What details would be
necessary to know in order to discern an outcome? • What are financial
implications? • What are the implications for family members or others
close to you? • What information do you need to start gathering?
The Creative Therapist - Bradford Keeney 2010-04-15
In The Creative Therapist, Bradford Keeney makes the case that
"creativity is the most essential aspect of vibrant, meaningful, and
successful therapy." No matter what therapeutic orientation one
practices, it must be awakened by creativity in order for the session to
come alive. This book presents a theoretical framework that provides an
understanding of how to go outside habituated ways of therapy in order
to bring forth new and innovative possibilities. A basic structure for
creative therapy, based on the outline of a three-part theatrical play, is
also set forth. With these frameworks, practical guidelines detail how to
initiate and implement creative contributions to any therapeutic
situation.
Awakening the Creative Spirit - Betsey Beckman 2010-02-01
The new resource is designed to help spiritual directors and others use
expressive arts in the context of spiritual direction. It is the latest book in
the unique SDI series, designed for professional spiritual directors, but
also useful for clergy, therapists, and Christian formation specialists.
Contemplative Vision - Juliet Benner 2010-12-21
Docent Juliet Benner began showing people how to meditate on Christian
art treasures, which led to her much-beloved "O Taste and See" columns
from the spiritual formation journal Conversations, now expanded into
this book. In each chapter you'll encounter a passage of Scripture and a
corresponding piece of art to lead you in a new experience of prayer in
God's presence.
The Spiritual Artist - Christopher John Miller 2020-11-05
Many people try to describe their experience when "in the zone" or "in
the flow" during the creative process. Some claim that a Greater Power
or Divine Guidance assisted them. But, what is this state of
consciousness, and how do we replicate it? In search of answers, writer
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and painter Christopher J. Miller took the suggestion of one of his art
mentors to watch and chronicle his creative process. Join him on his
journey home as he outlines his approach and rediscovers God's
presence while creating his art. Miller confirms that our first task as
humans is to create, whether painting, raising children, starting a new
business, making dinner, or writing a novel. This book is for everyone,
for we are all creators.
The Soul's Slow Ripening - Christine Valters Paintner 2018-09-07
What does God want for your life? Christine Valters Paintner, bestselling
Catholic author and online abbess for Abbey of the Arts, uses reflections,
stories, guided activities, prayer experiences, and a variety of creative
arts to help you patiently and attentively listen to God’s invitation.
Everyone wants to understand God’s will for their lives. Christine Valters
Paintner shares one of the most ancient paths to understanding from her
study of monasticism and immersion into Celtic spirituality while living in
Ireland. The Celtic way, which Paintner distills into twelve practices,
offers discernment that focuses on the environment rather than the
intellectual focus present in other forms of discernment. It allows for
what Paintner calls the “soul’s slow ripening,” coming into the fullness of
our own sweetness before we pluck the fruit. Each chapter begins with a
story of a particular Irish saint—some well-known like Patrick or Brigid,
others less so, such as Ita and Ciaran—and then introduces a helpful
practice for discernment that the saint’s life illustrates. Paintner explores
the call of dreams, the importance of thresholds, the practice of
peregrination (wandering for the love of God), walking the rounds,
learning by heart, soul friends, blessing each moment, and the wisdom of
the landscape and the seasons. Readers are invited to explore these
concepts through photography and writing. She invites us to
contemplative walks with specific themes along with poetic writing
prompts for expression. As you explore an alternate way of discerning a
spiritual path—one which honors the moment-by-moment invitations and
the soul’s seasonal rhythms—you will discover that this book will help
you become more aligned with creativity and wholeness.
The Awakening Artist - Patrick Howe 2013-08-30
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The Awakening Artist: Madness and Spiritual Awakening in Art is an art
theory book that explores the collision of human madness and spiritual
awakening in art. It examines a condition of insanity that can be seen in
most art movements throughout art history and contrasts that insanity
with revelations of beauty, wonder and truth that can also be found in
many works of art. The Awakening Artist references concepts of
creativity put forward by Joseph Campbell, Carl Sagan, Albert Einstein,
Carl Jung and others. Furthermore, The Awakening Artist discusses
many of the world s most important artists who explored the theme of
awakening in art including Michaelangelo, Paul Cezanne, Claude Monet,
Marcel Duchamp, Morris Graves and many others. Additionally, using
concepts of Eastern philosophy, the book presents the case that human
creativity originates from the same creative source that animates all of
life, and that the artist naturally aligns with that creative source when he
or she is in the act of creating.
Aging as a Spiritual Practice - Lewis Richmond 2012-12-31
Explains the aging process based on the Buddhist tenet about the
inevitability of change, with descriptions of the four key stages of aging
and advice about awareness, adaptation, and acceptance.
Faith Styles - John R. Mabry 2006-10-01
A noted spiritual director suggests new ways of looking at how different
people understand and relate to the divine. Explores the many styles of
faith that characterize believers in all religions, examines the various
modes of believing, and offers ways for spiritual directors to use this
knowledge as they work with their clients. Includes illustrative case
studies and practical suggestions for offering spiritual direction.
Writing the Sacred - Ray McGinnis 2005
In this unique book, Ray McGinnis offers us a new, deeper, and more
meaningful way to explore and understand the Psalms. Vividly
connecting us with the original psalm writers, McGinnis discusses the
intent and meaning of the historical psalms, and then sets us on a path to
creating our own sacred poetry. Explaining the various literary devices
used, and the intention behind the various types of psalms, McGinnis
leads us through sensory and poetic exercises designed to transform the
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reader into an inspired modern day psalmist
Seeking Wisdom - Julia Cameron 2022-01-11
Julia Cameron returns to the spiritual roots of the Artist’s Way in this 6week Program Author Julia Cameron changed the way the world thinks
about creativity when she first published The Artist’s Way: A Spiritual
Path to Higher Creativity thirty years ago. Over five million copies later,
Cameron now turns her attention to creative prayer, which she believes
is a key facet of the creative life. In Seeking Wisdom, a 6 Week Artist’s
Way Program, readers, too, will learn to pray. Tracing her own creative
journey, Cameron reveals that prayer led her forward at a time of
personal crisis. Unexpectedly, prayer became an indispensable support
to her artistic life. The tools she created to save herself in her darkest
hour became the tools she would share with the world through The
Artist's Way. Seeking Wisdom details the origin of these tools, and by
Cameron's example, the central role that prayer plays in sustaining a life
as an artist. In this volume, Cameron shares a mindful collection of
prayer practices that open our creative souls. This path takes us beyond
traditional religious rituals, welcoming readers regardless of their beliefs
and backgrounds. As you journey through each week of the program
you’ll explore prayers of petition, gratitude, creativity, and more. Along
the way, the three beloved tools of The Artist’s Way—Morning Pages,
Artist Dates, and Walks—are refreshed and reintroduced, to provide a
proven, grounded framework for growth and development. Additionally,
Cameron introduces a fourth tool, Writing Out Guidance. She believes
this powerful practice will greatly aid aspiring artists. Seeking Wisdom
issues an invitation to step further into exciting creative practice.
If You Want to Write - Brenda Ueland 2013-05-20
Brenda Ueland was a journalist, editor, freelance writer, and teacher of
writing. In If You Want to Write: A Book about Art, Independence and
Spirit she shares her philosophies on writing and life in general. Ueland
firmly believed that anyone can write, that everyone is talented, original,
and has something important to say. In this book she explains how find
that spark that will make you a great writer. Carl Sandburg called this
book the best book ever written about how to write. Join the millions of
awakening-the-creative-spirit-bringing-the-arts-to-spiritual-direction-spiritual-directors-international-s

others who've found inspiration and unlocked their own talent.
Imaginarium - Claire Rosen 2017-01-17
The Power of Awakening - Dr. Wayne W. Dyer 2021-08-24
#1 Wall Street Journal bestseller! This new book of spiritual teachings
from international best-selling author and beloved inspirational speaker
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer is based on his audio lectures from the 1990s and
2000s, offering a fresh take on mindfulness and enlightenment. Beloved
spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne W. Dyer often shared his thoughts on the
path and practice of personal empowerment during his writings and
presentations. He'd say, "This is not about self-help. It's about selfrealization, which is way beyond self-help." In this book, which collects
some of his timeless words of wisdom in a new format, the internationally
renowned speaker and author offers spiritual tools to transcend your
current circumstances and old patterns in order to reach true fulfillment.
He will show you how to become genuinely awake, aware of the power
you have within to shift your thought processes, release attachments,
and tame your ego-to name just a few topics covered in these pages.
Wayne will help you understand what an illusion much of life is, so you
can see the big picture and spark deep transformation (that is, "the
ability to go beyond your form"), resulting in peace and harmony in all
areas of your life. He will also take you through the stages of
enlightenment and instruct you in mindfulness practices such as
visualization and meditation, ultimately helping you reach a higher
consciousness. Indeed, as a result of reading this book, you'll feel as if
you are absolutely living in the light, in tune with the magnificence of the
universe . . . and yourself.
Sense and Spirituality - James J. McCullough 2015-06-02
There is growing interest in the relationship between the arts and
Christian faith. Much has been written about the arts and theology and
the place of the arts in church life. Not as much has been written,
however, about how the arts might actually advance spiritual formation
in terms of the cumulative effect of religious experience and intentional
practices. This book provides a modest step forward in that conversation,
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a conversation between theological aesthetics and practical theology.
Understanding aesthetics as "the realm of sense perception" and
spiritual formation as "growing capacities to participate in God's
purposes," James McCullough suggests how these dynamics can mutually
enhance each other, with the arts as an effective catalyst for this
relationship. McCullough proposes an analysis of artistic communication
and explores exciting examples from music, poetry, and painting, which
render theoretical proposals in concrete terms. This book will engage
both those new to the arts and those already deeply familiar with them.
Blessed Relief - Gordon Peerman 2008
A thoughtful, down-to-earth look at helpful ways to lessen human
suffering. This book takes you on a lively, sometimes light-hearted,
journey through nine Buddhist practices that can bring "blessed relief" to
a wide range of human sufferingand teaches you skills to reduce
suffering in the long term for yourself and others. The practices help you:
[[ Loosen the grip of suffering [[ Engage and question limiting views,
thoughts and opinions [[ Deconstruct ten common assumptions [[ Be
present in each moment [[ Survive emotional storms [[ Develop peaceful
communication skills [[ Deepen communication with your partner [[
Appreciate mortality and the preciousness of life [[ Cultivate compassion
As you read the chapters and engage in each practice, you will work with
your own stories of sufferingstories in which you have felt abandoned,
deprived, subjugated, defective, excluded or vulnerableand you will learn
how to release yourself from suffering by investigating it with curiosity
and kindness.
Birthing the Holy - Christine Valters Paintner 2022-04-08
Do you long to feel more alive, to see the vibrancy in your daily life? Do
you feel the seeds of a new calling tugging at you? Look to the Blessed
Mother for help. In Birthing the Holy, Christine Valters Paintner--abbess
of the online Abbey of the Arts--invites you to better know Mary and her
heart through thirty-one of her titles, and, along the way, you'll nurture
the new growth in your life. The Blessed Mother is known by many
beautiful titles, some of which are familiar--Virgin, Queen of Peace, and
Star of the Sea--and some we may not be aware of--Vessel of Grace,
awakening-the-creative-spirit-bringing-the-arts-to-spiritual-direction-spiritual-directors-international-s

Greenest Branch, and Our Lady of Silence. Paintner offers a flexible
format to reflect on Mary's titles through a thirty-one-day personal
retreat, a series of novenas, or with visio divina exercises using striking
images by printmaker Kreg Yingst. As you reflect on Mary in her role as
Mother of Good Counsel, Woman Clothed with the Sun, Mystical Rose,
Mother of Sorrows, Queen of the Angels, and other titles, Paintner
invites you to hear what God calls you to develop in your life, help that
dream or vision grow, and then nourish it in the world. Whether you're
meeting Mary for the first time in these magnificent titles or revisiting
her as a beloved companion, Birthing the Holy invites you to see the
exploration of Mary and your life as a spiritual and creative act, one that
can help deepen your faith even as it sparks new growth within you.
Frida in America - Celia Stahr 2020-03-03
The riveting story of how three years spent in the United States
transformed Frida Kahlo into the artist we know today "[An] insightful
debut....Featuring meticulous research and elegant turns of phrase,
Stahr’s engrossing account provides scholarly though accessible analysis
for both feminists and art lovers." —Publisher's Weekly Mexican artist
Frida Kahlo adored adventure. In November, 1930, she was thrilled to
realize her dream of traveling to the United States to live in San
Francisco, Detroit, and New York. Still, leaving her family and her
country for the first time was monumental. Only twenty-three and newly
married to the already world-famous forty-three-year-old Diego Rivera,
she was at a crossroads in her life and this new place, one filled with
magnificent beauty, horrific poverty, racial tension, anti-Semitism, ethnic
diversity, bland Midwestern food, and a thriving music scene, pushed
Frida in unexpected directions. Shifts in her style of painting began to
appear, cracks in her marriage widened, and tragedy struck, twice while
she was living in Detroit. Frida in America is the first in-depth biography
of these formative years spent in Gringolandia, a place Frida couldn’t
always understand. But it’s precisely her feelings of being a stranger in a
strange land that fueled her creative passions and an even stronger
sense of Mexican identity. With vivid detail, Frida in America recreates
the pivotal journey that made Senora Rivera the world famous Frida
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Kahlo.
Awaken Your Senses - J. Brent Bill 2011-12-20
In Awaken Your Senses, longtime ministers Beth Booram and Brent Bill
invite you to engage your right brain in your faith through sensory
spiritual practices that position your heart for divine encounter.
Readings and a variety of exercises lead you to experience God in new
ways through seeing, tasting, touching, smelling and hearing.
The Creative Conversation - Bridget Benton 2011
Approaching creativity as a form of spiritual practice, artist Benton
breaks the creative process down into its most basic components and
offers a fresh perspective on developing one's creative skills.
Awakening Your Creative Soul - Sandra Duran Wilson 2018-10-17
Open the door to your creative awakening! "Do everything with great
love, whether it is painting, writing, dancing, relationships or learning." -Sandra Duran Wilson Sharing your passion is the greatest gift you can
give, and the journey to your creative awakening starts with a single
step--or a single exercise. You never know what will open the door. This
book is for curious souls wanting to find the right spark to jump-start
their creativity. Inside, there are 52 chapters with an exercise for each
week of the year featuring a step-by-step art, writing or meditation
project. Following the flow of the seasons, the exercises are designed to
take you from the spring of your intuition, through the summer of
personal growth, fall of self-discovery to arrive at the end of your
creative cycle refreshed, revived and renewed. Find your voice and
vision: • 52 fun and beautiful projects offer a new chance at selfdiscovery every week for one year--they are not necessarily sequential
and can be completed at any time on your journey • Weekly prompts
merge art making with universal life challenges to help you open your
mind and explore different spiritual and creative philosophies Refill your
well, become the light, expand yourself and your story.
The Advent of God's Word - Rev. Dr. Brenda K. Buckwell, Obl. OSB
2015-10-15
Quiet your heart and listen for the loving whispers of God through this
daily Advent retreat experience. Offers compelling reflections on the
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season's traditional scripture readings and creative ways to let God's
word sink deep into your heart and soul, including journaling with
mandalas, audio divina and meditative movement.
Spiritual Connection in Daily Life - Lynn Underwood 2013-05-20
How often do you find moments of deep peace and satisfaction in your
day-to-day life? How often does connection with other people, the divine,
or nature make you feel more alive? How often are you touched by a
sense of awe-inspiring beauty, compassionate love, or pure joy? For
many of us, these kinds of experiences tend to be fleeting and all too
rare. Fortunately, new research is suggesting that a regular practice of
paying attention to experiences like these can help any of us find them
more often and cultivate richer, deeper, and more satisfying lives. In
Spiritual Connection in Daily Life, Lynn Underwood introduces her Daily
Spiritual Experience Scale (DSES), which is comprised of sixteen simple,
multiple-choice questions that invite us to become more attuned tothese
extraordinary experiences in ordinary life. The DSES is the definitive set
of questions for measuring the experience of spiritual connection and has
been used in hundreds of studies, translated into over twenty languages,
and used around the world by counselors, therapists, nurses, social
workers, clergy from multiple faiths, and business leaders. Spiritual
Connection in Daily Life offers a step-by-step guide to using the DSES to
improve our abilities to sense the “more than” in the midst of our days.
Embraced by people from many different cultures, religious traditions,
and professional backgrounds, the DSES doesn’t require any
extraordinary experience like hearing divine voices or embarking upon a
dramatic religious conversion. Nor does it belabor the exact definition of
“spirituality.” Rather, it simply invites us to focus on aspects of our daily
lives such as deep peace, sense of inner strength, longing, and
compassionate love. The sixteen questions also provide a common,
nonpolarizing language for communicating with others about the role of
the “more than” in our lives. Adherents of all faith traditions, as well as
people with no religious leanings whatsoever, have experienced profound
and lasting benefits from having these experiences, including improved
health behaviors, better relationships, decreased stress and burnout, and
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improvements in daily mood. Now all of us can reap these same longterm benefits with just a little bit of self-reflection and Dr. Underwood’s
expert guidance.
Desert Fathers and Mothers - Christine Valters Paintner 2012
Be inspired by the writings of ordinary Christians who chose to renounce
the world in order to individually follow God's call. Insightful
commentary and historical background illustrates how you can use this
wisdom in your own spiritual quest.
Leading with Love - Hisae Matsuda 2018-10-16
When the world is burning with anger, divisiveness, and fear, this book
of inspiring quotes selected by the editors of Parallax Press is a still,
small voice in the storm that will bring peace of mind to the reader. With
delicate illustrations by artist Maude White, this book speaks to the
vulnerability and courage of holding space for the loving, connected, and
more beautiful world our hearts know is possible. This book is gift,
solace, and inspiration for idealists, progressives, and anyone fighting
the good fight. In the long tradition of spiritual activists from Martin
Luther King Jr and Thich Nhat Hanh to new and less known voices, this
book of 100 quotes draws from a range of contemplative traditions and
offers wisdom and nourishment for anyone engaged in working for a
more compassionate world. Quotes include those by Thich Nhat Hanh,
Sister Chan Khong, Joanna Macy, Sulak Sivaraksa, and others, on themes
of awareness, idealism, kindness, self-compassion, truth-telling,
transformation, resilience, and love.
The Eyes of the Heart - Christine Valters Paintner 2013-03-25
In this first book to explore photography as a spiritual practice from a
Christian perspective, Christine Valters Paintner builds on the process of
contemplative creativity she introduced online at Abbey of the Arts and
in her book The Artist's Rule. She considers how a camera can help
readers open "the eyes of the heart." More than a book on photographic
technique, Eyes of the Heart is about cultivating photography as a
spiritual practice. Adapting the monastic practice of lectio divina (sacred
reading) into a form of visio divina (sacred seeing), spiritual director and
Benedictine oblate Christine Valters Paintner invites readers to a new
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way of viewing the world--through the lens of a camera. Paintner guides
readers through six themes connecting the medium of photography with
the Christian spiritual life. Each theme provides a photographic journey
in which the reader does not simply take images, but receives images
and learns to see with "the eyes of the heart" (Eph 1:18). Photos by the
author are included.
Running Over Rocks - Ian Adams 2013-06-28
Arising out of many years of giving workshops and retreats on the theme,
Ian Adams explores simple spiritual practices that will enable us to live
with imagination, adventure and generosity and to keep our balance in
life, even when things threaten to overwhelm us. Running Over Rocks
offers a series of 25 down-to-earth spiritual strategies for everyday living
that can help us not just to cope, but to see the difficulties that might
otherwise derail us as fresh opportunities to let the God of the
unexpected come in and transform us. Ian Adams draws on the lifechanging possibilities of the Parables of Jesus and the Beatitudes which
upend our usual theories of success and well being. The wisdom and
work of monastics and contemplatives, activists and artists, and all who
are trying to reshape the world for good today are generously shared
here.
The Wisdom of the Body - Christine Valters Paintner 2017-03-03
The distorted view of the perfect female body created by popular culture,
television, movies, and the media often causes women to become
uncomfortable with their own bodies. Christine Valters Paintner, popular
author of nine books and abbess of the online retreat center Abbey of the
Arts, draws from Celtic, desert, and Benedictine traditions to help
women connect with their bodies through writing, visual art, and
movement. In The Wisdom of the Body, Christine Valters Paintner
focuses on the true meaning of the Incarnation—God became flesh—and
points to the spiritual importance of appreciating the bodies God gave
us. Each of the book’s ten chapters is a mini-workshop designed to lead
us to new ways of being in relationship with our bodies. Starting with the
senses and shifting toward emotions and desires, Paintner explores their
role as thresholds to discovering the body’s wisdom. She draws from
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Christian tradition to offer principles and practices such as stability,
hospitality, and gratitude to lead us on a journey that ends with a sense
of deep peace and self-acceptance. Through expressive arts and creative
movement, Paintner demonstrates a new a language and way of
integrating and sharing our discoveries. By exploring the lives of women
in the Bible and in the Christian tradition—including Eve, Mary,
Hildegaard of Bingen, and Amma Syncletica—Paintner introduces us to
companions that accompany us on our journey.
Deep Creativity - Deborah Anne Quibell 2019-03-26
A deeply intimate exploration of the "7 Ways" to creativity led by three
authors whose collaboration provides meditations on the creative
process as well as practical and reflective exercises. Reignite your
creative spark with accessible meditations and practices developed by
three experts on creativity and collaboration across three generations.
Whether you’re a filmmaker, writer, musician, artist, graphic designer,
dabbler, or doodler, all creative people face the challenges of myriad
distractions and pressure to produce. Devoting space for the creative
spark has become increasingly difficult. Deep Creativity is a call for
making that space and an invitation to intentionally and introspectively
engage with the creative life through seven time-tested pathways,
available to you right where you are. The authors’ novel approach
includes fifteen principles of creativity that not only inspire but also set
you up for a lifetime of self-expression. This highly resourceful book
offers practical guidance as well as deep reflection on the creative
process.
The Sacred Art of Chant - Ana Hernández 2005
Drawing on chants from many faith traditions, this invigorating
guidebook is for anyone who wants to enliven their own prayer
experience in a unique way. Includes sacred chants written with
notation, complete bibliography, a list of Internet resources, and advice
on how to incorporate chanting into daily life. Ana Hernndez invites
readers to use their own voices to create sacred sounds.Skylight Paths
Publishing
The Artist's Rule - Christine Valters Paintner 2011-07-11
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Christine Valters Paintner, author of Water, Wind, Earth, and Fire,
invites readers to discover and develop their creative gifts in a spirit of
prayer and reflection. This twelve-week course draws on the insights and
practices of Benedictine spirituality to explore the interplay between
contemplation and creativity. Summarized in the phrase "pray and work,"
The Rule of St. Benedict provides the inspiration for Christine Valters
Paintner's newest exploration of the mutually nourishing relationship
between contemplative practices and creative expression. Artists of all
stripes and stations in life--poets or painters, potters or photographers-will discover how traditions of Benedictine, Celtic, and desert spirituality
can offer new sources of inspiration for their work. Through this twelveweek course, themes like "Sacred Tools and Sacred Space," "Creative
Solitude and Community," and "Nature as a Source of Revelation and
Inspiration" are enriched by Paintner's perceptive discussion and
enhanced by insightful quotations from well-known artists and writers.
Each week offers suggestions for grounding both the creative and the
spiritual life through three basic practices: walking, lectio divina, and
journaling. In sync with Paintner's vibrant Internet presence, The Artist's
Rule is supplemented with online resources, including guided meditation
podcasts, video lessons, and discussions.
Healing with the Arts - Michael Samuels 2013-11-05
Heal yourself and your community with this proven 12-week program
that uses the arts to awaken your innate healing abilities. From
musicians in hospitals to quilts on the National Mall—art is already
healing people all over the world. It is helping veterans recover,
improving the quality of life for cancer patients, and bringing
communities together to improve their neighborhoods. Now it’s your
turn. Through art projects, including visual arts, dance, writing, and
music, along with spiritual practices and guided imagery, Healing with
the Arts gives you the tools to address what you need to heal in your
life—physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. An acclaimed twelveweek program lauded by hospitals and caretakers from around the
world, Healing with the Arts gives you the ability to heal your family and
your friends, as well as communities where you’ve always wanted to
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make a difference. Internationally known leaders in the arts in medicine
movement, Michael Samuels, MD, and Mary Rockwood Lane, RN, PhD,
show you how to use creativity and self-expression to pave the artist’s
path to healing.
Guided by the Spirit - Francis Joseph Houdek 1996
Although primarily an exploration of the spiritual direction process for
training spiritual directors, Guided by the Spirit also reflects a growing
interest among a considerable segment of the population to establish a
personal relationship with God that is quite separate from institutional
religion. The author explores the spiritual direction process and the
relationship between the spiritual director and the spiritual directee. The
book also discusses the type of training and experience necessary for an
effective ministry of spiritual direction to occur.
Sacred Time - Christine Valters Paintner 2021-02-19
We live in a world where there never seems to be enough time for all we
want and need to do. In Sacred Time: Embracing an Intentional Way of
Life, Christine Valters Paintner guides us as we move beyond our own
lives and embrace a world that urges us toward rest, reflection, and
growth. In Sacred Time, Paintner, abbess of the online Abbey of the Arts,
shows us how by becoming in tune with the rhythms of the natural world,
we can live more intentionally and experience a conversion toward a
more expansive way of being. Paintner introduces us to the eight cycles
of sacred time that exist in our everyday lives. These cycles that can
ground us through our busy lives are breath, rhythms of the day, weekly
rhythms and Sabbath rest, waxing and waning lunar cycles, seasons of
the year, seasons of a lifetime, ancestral time, and cosmic time. Each
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cycle encourages us to mindfully consider the time that passes as quickly
as each breath and as slowly as the passing of generations. Within each
cycle, we find wisdom from sacred tradition and the saints, including St.
Benedict, St. Ignatius of Loyola, and St. Hildegard of Bingen; room for
growth; and the presence of the Divine. Along the way, we are also given
scriptural guidance, and we are invited to spiritual practices and creative
explorations that will help deepen our understanding of each cycle, allow
that understanding to take root in our lives, and expand our lives beyond
the pressures of each day.
Awakening Creativity - Lily Yeh 2011-05-03
Engaging students in artmaking, Lily Yeh transforms a derelict Beijing
factory into a vibrant beautiful school for migrant workers' children.
Short Term Spiritual Guidance - Duane R. Bidwell
This book represents a significant departure from most contemporary
writing about spiritual direction. While most writers focus on long-term
relationships of guidance, specifically envisioning long listening sessions,
Bidwell changes focus. Spiritual direction, he insists, typically requires
intervention in a specific crisis or situation or question, is not formal,
lasts fewer than five sessions, and must be actively and intentionally
focused on the person's growth. Bidwell's work shows what spiritual
directors can learn from the short-term therapy model, especially about
enabling people briefly but effectively to ''learn to listen on their own and
with others for God's presence.'' Focusing on how God is already active
in the directee's life allows the participants to identify God's action and
respond in ways that collaborate with that identified movement of the
Spirit.
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